
LA SESH-LA SESH-FESTFEST
MUSIC • ART • FOOD 

INHALE, EXHALE, SHARE, AND UNWIND.



Join us in creating history with the first-ever 420 Festival of this magnitude in Los Angeles.
Picture a visually stunning event with games, delicious food, live music, and an

unforgettable atmosphere. This isn't your typical cannabis gathering – we specialize in
crafting unique and memorable experiences. We're looking for sponsors who want to be
part of something extraordinary, not just another event with no real charm. Forget basic

tents and tables – we're redefining the cannabis festival, aiming for the scale of Insomniac
or Golden Voice events.This an elevated 420 experience.

Your support will help us build an exceptional experience that stands out and lasts. Be a
pioneer, and let's redefine what a real smoke-fest can be!

    ABOUTABOUT  

SESH FEST-LASESH FEST-LA



Our ideal attendees are the trendsetters, the music
enthusiasts, and the cannabis connoisseurs of Southern
California. Picture a diverse crowd, ranging from young
professionals to seasoned festival-goers, all united by a
shared passion for music, cannabis culture, and vibrant
experiences. They are the seekers of the extraordinary,
individuals who appreciate the fusion of aesthetics,
entertainment, and a celebration of the cannabis lifestyle.
This is not just an event; it's a gathering of those who crave
an immersive, one-of-a-kind experience, ready to be part of
a movement that redefines the boundaries of what a
cannabis festival can be. Join us, and let's create memories
that resonate with the free spirits, the trendsetters, and the
lovers of life. **This is a 21+ event** 

420 MARKET SNAPSHOT 



Food Vendors

Smoke Lounge 

Activity Zone

FESTIVAL OFFERINGS 

Shopping Zone

21+ Bar





LA SESH FEST ‘24 CONFIRMED ARTISTS...
MORE COMING...

Youtube Stats

TiKTok Stats

Instagram Stats

A visionary violinist redefining
modern music with electrifying live
performances fused with dynamic
DJ sets.

WhoIsDSharp



Warren G

O.T. Genesis Havoc
“Mob Deep”

The Game Jay305

Too ShortDJ BattlecatDJ Quikk

ARTIST WE’VE WORKEDARTIST WE’VE WORKED    WITHWITH



DreezyBuddy Pheelz

LA Russell Larry JuneSymbaKurupt

Flyana Boss Cool Company

POTENTIAL LINE UP FOR 2024...
PLUS AMAZING SET OF DJ’S



VENUEVENUE
Picture this: we're transforming this Hollywood and Gower
parking lot into an outdoor festival with a lively carnival
atmosphere. The venue boasts dedicated parking areas
for vendors, VIPs, and general admission attendees,
ensuring a seamless experience for all.

Partnering with us means you enjoy a hassle-free
experience. We handle all permits, liability considerations,
and licensing required for a successful event. As a sponsor,
you can trust that your funds will be meticulously allocated,
expertly managing and designing every facet of the event
by seasoned event specialists. Your investment ensures a
flawlessly executed, unforgettable festival experience.
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CONTACT US FOR MORE INFOCONTACT US FOR MORE INFO  
info@seshfest.la

mailto:info@seshfest.la

